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Changeling FX is a New
Orleans-based Emmy-nomi-
nated special effects make-up

team composed of  Daniel Jouet, his
brother Alan, Jesse Shoemaker, and
Nick Lowe.

Creating special effects for film,
video, TV, theatre, and print, Daniel
Jouet brings more than 20 years of
experience to the industry. Changeling
FX provides special effects using foam
latex, silicone prosthetics, gore and
horror make-up, and creature suits.
Working out of  their New Orleans
studio lab, this team of  disaster experts
is enthusiastic about making characters
look their best—or worst, as it were.

These special effects masters of
macabre find that producing gore also
comes with its challenges, and often,
time is the problem. “It’s quite a test
when a production wants full-size crea-
tures or designs in very little time,” Jouet
confides. But, he adds, “as impractical
as it appears at the time, we always wind
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feature Bed Bugs.”
Bed Bugs is Jouet’s first feature as a

producer. He wrote the script about a
year ago for this alien/horror film to be

shot in
Ponchatoula,
Louisiana.
He explains,
“We have
Matt direct-
ing and have
an executive
producer,
and hope to
hire out
everyone else
by the time
we start film-
ing in March
2011.” He
assures that

more information will be listed in time
on both his Web site and Facebook
page. He also notes that brother Alan
will use his own recording studio to
score the music for Bed Bugs.

Jouet particularly respects the make-
up effects of  artists such as Dick Smith,

Tom Savini, Toby Sells, Dean and Starr
Jones, KNB Effects, as well as the
directing of icons George Romero, Wes
Craven, and the late Vincent Price. But
in his mind, the blood has to have a
purpose. While he may be a fan of  the
slasher work by John Carpenter, Sean
S. Cunningham, Herschell Gordon
Lewis, and Darren Lynn Bousman, he
says he appreciates a good splatter effect
as long as it’s done with a reason
instead of  just shock value.

He also never finds that he’s more
focused on the make-up special effects
than the storyline. “The storyline has
to support the effect,” he relates.
“Remember, make-up only enhances
the actor. If  he or she doesn’t perform
well, the make-up will not act for
them.” He adds, “I’ve seen so many
films that rely mainly on how sick or
gory the effects are instead of  a decent
story to support it.”

DANIEL JOUET OF CHANGELING FX CAN
BE REACHED AT 504-319-6922,
DANIEL@CHANGELINGFX.COM, OR
WWW.CHANGELINGFX.COM.

up pulling it off  in the end.”
A few of  their favorite productions

they’ve worked on include Day of the
Dead ’07, The Librarian 3 (for which
they received
an Emmy
nomination),
and a new
project titled
Bed Bugs.
Shoemaker
particularly
liked working
on Dance of
the Dead and
The Sickle.

Jouet states
that he and his
crew also
enjoyed work-
ing on the
recently finished local film New Years
Bleed. “It’s a horror/comedy that’s a
good showcase of  a lot of  our gory
tricks.” He continues, “The director,
Matt Garvin, has worked with me
before on several other projects. After
final editing, he will be directing my
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